EUROPEAN ORGANISATION FOR THE SAFETY OF AIR NAVIGATION

EUROCONTROL

– Measures of the Permanent Commission –

MEASURE No 21/262

cconcerning amendments to the General Conditions of Employment and to the Conditions of Employment of Contract Staff at EUROCONTROL in order to reflect the new MUAC structure and also relating to the improvement and streamlining of the regulatory framework of air traffic control students, the personnel security screening mechanism and the conditions for the establishment, revalidation and termination of service of servants who need to obtain qualifications required for the performance of their duties

THE PERMANENT COMMISSION FOR THE SAFETY OF AIR NAVIGATION,

Having regard to the EUROCONTROL International Convention relating to Co-operation for the Safety of Air Navigation, as amended by the Protocol signed at Brussels on 12 February 1981 ("Amended Convention"), and in particular Articles 6.2 (a) and 7.2 thereof;

Considering that the changes to the structure of the Maastricht Upper Area Control Centre derived from DG Decision VII (2019) dated 14.11.19 need to be reflected in the General Conditions of Employment governing servants at the EUROCONTROL Maastricht Centre;

Considering that a more practical approach as regards the requirement to obtain a security clearance for MUAC servants and Contract Staff assigned to MUAC is needed;

Considering the need to clarify and streamline the provisions governing the recruitment, training and entitlements and obligations of air traffic control students; and

Considering the need to improve the conditions for the establishment and revalidation of servants who need to obtain qualifications required for the performance of their duties and are not air traffic controllers and also to repeal various obsolete provisions;

On the proposal of the Director General and the Provisional Council,

HEREBY TAKES THE FOLLOWING MEASURE:

Sole Article

The amendments to the provisions of the General Conditions of Employment governing Servants at the EUROCONTROL Maastricht Centre and to the Conditions of Employment of Contract Staff at EUROCONTROL in order to reflect the new MUAC structure and also relating to the improvement and streamlining of the regulatory framework of air traffic control students, the personnel security screening mechanism and the conditions for the establishment, revalidation and termination of service of servants who need to obtain qualifications required for the performance of their duties as proposed in Attachments 1 and 4 of App./PC/21-15,
dated 22.7.21 are hereby approved and shall enter into force on the day determined by the Director General.

Done at Brussels on 3.9.2021

Dragan Đurović
President of the Commission